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How to Write
for an Online Audience

Online Versus Offline Writing

Writing for an online audience is very different from writing for an offline audience.
It’s hard for some people to master because it means giving up old ways of thinking
and embracing a new style, which almost feels a bit too comfortable.

(It’s certainly that way for me. I read recently that folks who are too precise when sending
text messages — like including punctuation, spelling out words, making sure words are
spelled correctly, and things like that — are seen as less trustworthy than those folks who
don’t bother with those things. Oh, goodness! Guilty as charged.) 

When you’re offline, there are many things that can help you convey the message you’re
trying to get across. If you have a brick and mortar business, and you are actively engaged
with other people in-person, then you can use facial expressions, tone of voice, and other
methods to greet and persuade your prospects to become buyers. 

Online, there’s a certain ability to use multimedia (like audio and video), but most people
still rely on the written word to help them capture the attention of their audience, explain
how their products and services can benefit the visitor, and convince them to become
loyal, paying customers. Online, in spite of having emoji’s and emoticons to give a sem-
blance of emotion, not having those usual visual cues can creates lots of problems in writ-
ten communication.

Getting Past the Former Writing Rules You Learned
It’s difficult for us to spend so many years in school learning about the proper way to write,
only to be told we should abandon that way of thinking when we enter the online writing
world.

But it’s mostly true. (It just about kills me to admit this.)
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The serious, strict writing rules that were
drilled into us in high school will likely serve
as an obstacle between you and your cus-
tomers, but not everything has to be thrown
out the window. There are some writing rule
staples that both the offline and online audi-
ence will appreciate. 

Spelling is one of them. Your audience will be
able to understand your message better if
you’re able to spell words correctly. Don’t rely
on your word processor’s spell check tool to do the work for you because too often it won’t
know the difference between words like “here” and “hear” and “their” and “there”.

When I was in high school (all four years I had the same English teacher) we had a spelling
test every Thursday. Not only did we have to spell correctly but we had to know the defi-
nitions, too. At the time I thought it was miserable having to learn all those words each
week, but today I’m very grateful for good old Mr. Jones. He made me the good speller
that I am today. 

Some grammar rules will help your readers, too, because they help with the flow of ideas.
But not everything is strictly by the English book any more. You might want to leave a dan-
gling participle for example — and that’s up to you! You can have a fragment here and
there and it will be perfectly acceptable. 

These days, more than anything, your writing needs to be causal and conversational. Not
stuffy like you’re writing for a college professor. Not overly technical so that your reader
gets lost. Just write like you talk for the most part and you’ll see your audience become
more engaged with your online content. 

Writing for Your Online Blog Audience

If you’re working online as a marketer, then a blog is a virtual “must-have” for your 
business. It’s the home for all that you do — the place where you can point people to
so that they can find out about your products, your services, and your great insight. It’s

the hub for your entire business operation.

It’s hard to manage more than one blog productively, but some people do. It seems that
most folks who have an online business these days are often involved in more than one
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market niche. And that’s okay so long as you can manage being consistent in terms of
frequency.

If you have time to keep several blogs up amidst all the other Internet Marketing tasks
you’ll need to perform, then by all means, go for it. 

So use these tips to help you produce great content for your blog.

The Right Tone of Voice for Your Blog Content
Where offline writing tends to be more “newslike,” often written in a third person voice, a
blog’s content is written in first person or second person voice. 

First person is when you use “I” in your writing. You might say, “I bought this tool and I
wanted to share what I’ve learned about it.”

Second person is when you talk to the reader, like this: “Have you ever wondered if you’ll
succeed in Internet Marketing?” 

Third person is what you typically see in a newspaper print article, like this: “Internet Mar-
keters are gaining steam with their work at home success.” 

It doesn’t mention the author or the reader directly. It’s cold, sort of sterile — and has no
place in the world of blog content writing.

Second person writing is used a lot online — and many new bloggers use it because
they’ve been told to address the common question of “What’s in it for me?” that the reader
will have.

But I want to caution you about relying solely on a second person point of view. While the
reader definitely has a desire for you to address their needs, they also have to build a con-
nection with you personally in order to trust what you’re saying and become part of your
“paying” audience. 

It’s best to use a mix of the two and simultaneously share your personal viewpoints and
focus on the readers’ needs. If you rely on one or the other alone, it may leave a gap with
your audience that has them running off to learn from someone else and they may not
even know exactly why they feel a disconnect. 
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Technical Tips to Help Readers Enjoy Your Writing More
When you’re writing content online, one of the great perks you have over offline writing is
that you can customize the look and purpose of the text. If you were to have an article
published in your local newspaper, there would be restrictions on:

‰ Length
‰ Text only (in most cases)
‰ Style

…and probably more restrictions on various aspects of the content. But online, your blog
has no boundaries. You can write a short blog post or a long one. You can create a series
of blog entries and you can add as many supporting photos as you want. 

You can hyperlink the text in your content — and have it open in another window so that
your reader stays right on your page while going to read the resource you pointed them
to. Offline articles can only print a URL, which means they’re relying on the reader to go
type it in online instead of simply clicking a link.

The style you write in has no restrictions. You can bold words or phrases, italicize, under-
line, change the size of some of the text, work with different colors, and more!

Make sure, though, that your content is black text on a white background. It’s easier for
everyone to read. Don’t go overboard with colored text. Sometimes it’s good to include a
different color if you need something to stand out, but it can easily become a distraction if
used too much. 

Also, make sure you create an easy-to-read blog post. Don’t try using big words on your
audience just to impress them. They’re more impressed with a good flow and easy to un-
derstand words that don’t send them going to a dictionary online to find out what the heck
you’re talking about. 

Break up the text so that you have short paragraphs, like this eBook you’re reading. That
makes it more manageable to read than a paragraph that’s half a page long that they have
to scroll through while making sure they don’t lose their place. 

This is where you will surely be breaking the rules you were taught about how to construct
paragraphs. That one you can surely throw out the window. One or two sentences is all
you will need in a paragraph online no matter what the rules of writing well say. (Your read-
ers will unconsciously be thanking you for doing that.)
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Also, liberally use subheads to break up the text so that it doesn’t look so daunting to read,
especially if you’ve just written a very long masterpiece. If it looks like it will take long to
read, they just won’t read it. Period. So go ahead and break the paragraph rules for the
sake of keeping your reader interested and moving along.

You can also break up long blocks of text with different forms of media. You can add an
image or embed a video that you made (or found online with embedding privileges). 

Sharing Great Insight
Many newcomers to Internet Marketing believe that the #1 purpose of their blog is to sell,
sell, and sell some more! Nothing could be further from the truth. Your blog is your platform
to show people what a great leader you are — what great insight you have to share and
that you are the expert in your field. 

You want to wow them with your blog entries so that they will buy your products or trust
your recommendations whenever it comes time to promote to them. 

Does that mean your posts should be void of selling? Of course not! You’re here to make
money. But keep in mind that slapping up a keyword-laden article on a blog with zero per-
sonality won’t get you a sale, either. 

Instead of focusing on keywords, you want to look at the needs of your audience. Look at
their comments on your blog, at the emails they send to you, and their posts on forums in
your niche. 

Address those issues and be the hero in your niche — the one people come to for advice
and motivation. 

Conducting Product Reviews
Writing product reviews can be hard for some people who are new to Internet Marketing.
There’s not really much to compare it to offline, so you’re left to wing  it by comparing your-
self to how others do it. 

Remember, a good product review is always rooted in honesty. 

That’s where most marketers go wrong. They’re taught to create a glowing review of a
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digital or tangible product, and just for good measure, to throw in a half-hearted “con” into
the mix, such as, “The only drawback to this product was that I wish it was longer!”

Your reader can see right through that. They want to know what your experience was with
whatever you are promoting. If you don’t really own it, be honest about that — just explain
why you wanted to research it and share your findings. 

There are two types of product reviews — those for tangible items and those for digital
courses, ebooks, or programs. The approach can be slightly different. In both, naturally,
you want to say what the pros and cons are. 

But with a tangible item, you may not own it, so you’re relying on the overall consensus of
paying consumers to help your audience make a firm buying decision. 

There will be many technical details to cover. Try to “dumb it down” to some degree so
that your average reader can understand what you’re talking about. If there’s a technical
term for an electronic piece you’re reviewing, then share with them in layman’s terms what
it means and how it will affect them. 

With digital products, you’ll do best when you implement using the product yourself, then
report back what your findings are. Share everything from the impression it makes on you
during the buying process, to your final results. People want to read about your excitement
and frustrations so that they know how it will affect them. 

Curating Content for Your Blog
Curating content is a wonderful way to write on your blog because it shows you’re a person
who is willing to share. Bloggers who go out and find great insight to share with their read-
ers are true givers — they’re not afraid of sharing the spotlight. 

Curation isn’t stealing, though. You never want to go find a piece and simply copy it to
your own blog — even if you give full credit for where you got it from and who wrote it. 

Content Curation is searching online and finding snippets of other people’s work that are
worthy of sharing (like a quote or short paragraph), and then linking back to the original
source for all of the material. 

You can curate quotes, content, images (if allowed, be sure to check), video and even
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audio. But curation isn’t about just bringing in content from others — it’s also giving your
commentary or your opinion on the pieces to tie it all in together.

Here’s an example: Suppose you find an article where someone is sharing ten
tips for growing a garden. You may mention three or five of the tips with an indication
about the other tips, but then actually link to the original source so the creator gets
full credit for what you are sharing. 

You’re doing a service to your readers because you’re taking the burden off of them to
have to scour the Internet and find good information. You’ve already gathered it for them,
and your blog can become a rich resource of the best the web has to offer. 

Editorial Calendars and the Scheduling of Blog Content
Offline authors for papers, magazines and other print media always have an editorial cal-
endar, sometime with plans for content months in advance. They have a schedule they
stick to for publication, too.

I subscribe to Success Magazine and I can count on receiving my new issue sometime
during the first week of the month prior to the actual publication date. Publishing to your
blog allows you to do the same. 

There are plugins that you can download to your blog that allow you to create an editorial
calendar, showing you what topics you need to blog about on which day. Of course you
can be flexible with this schedule, but it helps you whenever you’re in a rush or are strug-
gling to come up with a new idea. 

Scheduling on a blog is great because it helps keep you on track if, say, you are writing a
series of posts on a certain theme.

Scheduling also helps you tend to your other online marketing tasks. For example, you
can sit down and write five blog posts on Sunday and schedule them to post online once
a day for the following week, Monday through Friday! This is great if you’re traveling or
just want to get it all done so you can take some time off from blogging for a few days or
if you need to do other work in other areas of your business. 

Never forget that blogging is a great way to position yourself as a leader in your niche —
a guide who leads your target audience through a maze of information to solid solutions.
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And also remember that Google and other search engines are out there “reading” your
blog posts even when no one else is. Blogging regular creates updated content on your
site and the search engines love “seeing” new content on a regular basis. Blogging 
regularly will help you rise higher in search results when someone is searching in your
niche organically.

Crafting the Content for 
Your Email Messages

While your blog is a public platform for you to write on, your email autoresponder is
a more private communication. You get to communicate with hundreds or 
thousands of people who specifically signed up to hear what you have to say on a

regular basis. 

That’s a pretty special relationship —- they’re showing trust
in you and admiration of your insight. So you want to treat
that connection with an immense out of respect so that
those who subscribed will hang on your every word and
stay subscribed.

There are many tools you can use to communicate with
your subscribers. The most popular one these days is prob-
ably MailChimp, followed closely by Aweber, but there are
other paid options — like ConvertKit which I highly recom-
mend if you’re serious about email marketing. 

There are even some free ones (although you really do get
what you pay for and I recommend that you start out on the
right foot with a paid option so that you don’t have to switch
all of your subscribers over later, which can create its own set of problems).

Creating a Broadcast Email
A broadcast email is an email that goes out only once to your subscribers. It doesn’t get
repeated for those who sign up to your list after you send out this email. But it’s great for
timely items that you want to communicate to your list. 

SPECIAL NOTE: You will
hear me say often that your
email messages are for your
subscribers and your blog is
for Google. While it is impor-
tant that you write really good
blog posts for your readers as
well, remember Google is
“reading” your blog even if no
one else is. Google is not read-
ing your emails. Well, they
shouldn’t be. So keep that in
mind as we go on discussing
writing email messages here.
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Offline writers don’t have this kind of access to their readers. They have to rely on print
publications and hope that their reader picks up a copy or reads it when you send it in the
mail. With an email autoresponder system, you get to reach out whenever you want to
and open up the lines of communication. 

You want to have an email subject line — which is like a headline in a newspaper or a
magazine — that conveys the essence of what the email is about. Some marketers try to
use tactics that they’ve seen some folks use online where they trick the subscriber into
opening the email. They might put things like:

‰ Your YouTube Account Is About to Get Terminated!
‰ I’m Giving Away My Business
‰ Answer This Question and I’ll Give You $1,000

Those kinds of email titles aren’t ethical because they’re what’s known as a bait and switch
— where you get the email opened, possibly get the reader to click on your link, but the
actual message isn’t at all what you claimed it would be. 

Not only does this make your audience lose trust in you, but sometimes it could risk getting
you in trouble with the law. Be honest about what your message is about in the subject
line.

Open your broadcast with a friendly personalized greeting. Your autoresponder will give
you a one click code that picks up the first name of the subscriber so be sure to use it. 

If, say, you were using Aweber, you could put write Hi {firstname_fix} and Aweber will 
automatically insert the first name they used when they signed up. 

NOTE: Every autoresponder service has different personalization codes, so
be sure you’re using the correct code for your service.

Start off your email with something a bit personalized beyond just their first name. Don’t
just jump right into business. Say something friendly and conversational. It can be about
the weather, pop culture — anything you want to mention. 

Of course you’re probably better off avoiding politics and religion and all the normal topics
that can cause people to get riled up (unless your niche is one of these topics or if you
just like getting people riled up). 

Then go into your purpose for emailing them. If you have more than one item to discuss,
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then consider numbering the items so that they can quickly scan your email and find the
ones they want to look into more. 

End your message with something else friendly and conversational, such as, “Have a
great weekend!” and then sign your name.  Broadcast emails are great for sending out
notices for:

‰ That day’s blog post
‰ Discount coupons that have an expiration date
‰ Launch details for a product coming out
‰ Something timely in the news

They’re perfect for anything that’s happening right now that your audience needs to know
about — as opposed to an evergreen notice where it doesn’t matter if they hear about it
today or a year from now. 

People love reading stories, so if you can weave your message into a story — even if you
are selling something — you’ll likely get better results. Besides enabling you to sell things,
stories create relationships and bonds you to your reader. 

A well-told story will do more to create long-lasting relationships with your readers than
just about anything else you can write.

Writing Your Follow Up Emails
Follow-up emails can be great if you are offering a series of tips to your visitors in exchange
for their email addresses. It’s an attractive proposition — Sign Up to Get a 7-Part FREE
Course on Curing Acne for Good!

The one problem with follow-up emails is that if you put links or messages in there that
eventually become outdated, your subscribers will know that the list has been neglected. 

This happened to a vendor of mine. I signed up for her list and several weeks in I got an
email touting an event that had taken place a year before. Oops! She was grateful that I
let her know but she was quite embarrassed. Who knows how many people saw that,
didn’t say anything to her, and left with a bad impression. You don’t want that to happen
to you.

One way to avoid this problem is to use broadcast emails except for your initial welcome
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email, which can be a follow-up. In it, you can offer a hyperlink to a downloadable gift,
such as an opt-in report (which I’ll be teaching you how to write shortly). 

This way they still get the free opt-in gift, but you don’t run the risk of your series of emails
becoming outdated. There’s another reason why it’s good to avoid follow-ups, too. 

If you have a follow-up series set to go out Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and one of
those days you need to send out a broadcast email, then your subscriber will get two
emails in one day — and this might be seen as annoying, causing them to unsubscribe.

If you use a service like ConvertKit, however, you can set it so that when a subscriber
reaches the end of what I call the “onboarding series” of autoresponder messages, they
get removed from that “list” and moved to your regular broadcast list. No chance of double
emails that way. 

If you do opt for a follow-up series, you want to use an interesting subject line and open
the email the same way you open your broadcast emails. You can create your article for
the free series right in the body of the email or link to your blog if it’s housed there. Sign
off the same way, but let them know that the second, or third part of the series will arrive
in a few days (or however you have it timed to go out). 

You can also tease them about the next topic so they can be anticipating it. If you’re 
providing really useful and good information, people will look forward to your emails.

What Should the Frequency of Your Emails Be?
Frequency is different for every list. There’s no one right or wrong answer for this question.
But here are some things to consider:

1. Only email when you have something to say. That could be something ordinary like
an announcement of your bog post for the day or something unusual like a major prod-
uct launch. Don’t email just because you want to say hi and keep your name in front
of your readers. 

2. Make sure there’s a good balance between the times you email to push products
and services and the times you’re just sharing good information. Don’t follow the poor
advice some marketers give about the “churn and burn” method where you promote
heavily until the subscriber buys or burns out of your list. 
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3. Email enough so that they remember who you are and why you’re emailing them. If
you wait three weeks, then they may find it intrusive when you finally contact them and
they may have already forgotten who you are. I really think it is a good idea to email
your list at least once a week. See number one above and make sure that whatever
you have to say is worth reading. 

4. If you email frequently, like daily, be sure that they know that when they sign up. You
can give them an option of getting on a digest email list but that’s just more work for
you. 

Writing emails gets easier over time. You might feel intimidated at first, but eventually you’ll
feel like you’re writing to an old friend. 

How Sales Copy Should Be Written 
for the Online Audience

In the offline world, you’re used to seeing sales copy all over the place. In magazines,
every other page is a full-page spread of selling products —- usually with a visually
stimulating image and a short amount of text. 

You see billboards that do the same. Commercials on TV are a bit longer, but they use
video and voice to convey their message. A lot of money is spent trying to convince con-
sumers to take a chance on the products or services. 

You’re going to find that writing sales copy for an online audience is much easier, even
though the copy is sometimes longer than what you’ll find in an offline business strategy. 

The Multi Media Face of High Converting Sales Copy
Here’s something that will either make you very happy or extremely terrified: sales copy
online can be either text, video or a combination of the two. 

When you start buying Internet Marketing products, you’ll notice that you’ll stumble on a
variety of media formats. Some sales copy is nothing more than a video file followed by a
link to buy.

The marketers who use this format often annoy customers and prospects by making the
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video autoplay, without a pause or rewind or fast forward button. The video doesn’t show
how long it is, and you have no option to click a buy button until you’ve sat there and gone
through the entire thing. 

I urge you not to do that to your customers. 

If you’re going to create video-only sales copy, then you can go about it in a couple of
ways. You can record yourself talking on the camera to the prospect, you can do a mini-
movie, or you can make an animated style video using special software, or you can put
together a video made entirely out of slides. (With or without pictures.)

Keep the length to a manageable size. Under 10 minutes is probably best, but if there’s a
reason to make it longer — perhaps you’d like to show proof of your success, for example
— then feel free to make sure it goes in-depth to cover all important aspects of the potential
purchase. Some products, especially expensive programs, may take a longer video to
cover everything needed to convince someone to buy.

The most important thing is to make sure your sales page visitor knows what your product
is, why they need it (or what solution it will provide for them), and how much it’s going to
cost. 

If you’re using text-based sales copy, then you can make it as long or as short as neces-
sary to get your point across. You have to find the right measure for your audience between
informing and building trust and creating a buzz that energizes them to make a purchase. 

One of the best things you can do is provide a multi-media sales letter for your audience.
This is where you start off with a video and then put the text sales copy below it. 

This is great because it caters to both audiences. Keep in mind that not everyone will
watch a video no matter how short it is. Some people will want to read about your offer.

You can put the same message in both the video and the text or use the video as a way
to introduce yourself and the product and gain a bit of trust before they head into the sales
copy. 

A Typical Layout for Text-Based Sales Copy Content
I’m not going to kid you here. Writing effective sales copy for an online audience can be
quite a challenge. If you have only one sales page to write, you may very well consider
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hiring a professional copywriter to do it for you. Hiring a pro can be expensive, for sure,
but can pay for itself over time.

If you are planning on writing a lot of different sales letters over the course of your busi-
ness, you may also consider taking a copywriting course from someone so that you can
really learn and master the techniques of writing really effective copy. 

But if you follow the guidelines below you should be able to create a page that will generate
revenue for you.

Whenever you start creating your first sales letter, it’s a good idea to visit the sales letters
of the top sellers on sites like ClickBank. Take a look at how they layout the page and the
language they use, looking out for copy that really resonates with you personally as a con-
sumer.

You want to approach writing a sales page always from the perspective of the person who
will be buying what you’re selling. Do your best to “get into their head” and think like they
do. Of course, many of our customers are people just like us. So pay close attention to
what you are feeling as you write, because remember, most people buy on emotion, not
necessarily from logic or from a need. 

The following shows a typical layout for a sales letter, and you can make it your own by
switching things around or adding or deleting certain items:

Headlines

You’ll usually have a main headline and 1-2 sub-headlines that serve to show as the main
benefits of your product. 

Sub-headlines will be used throughout the sales copy to break up the text and help the
reader navigate the information better. 

Storyline

You want to put some story —- maybe your own story, or maybe the story of a typical cus-
tomer —- right at the beginning. This helps the reader see if this product is going to relate
to them. 
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Your storyline can continue off and on throughout the sales copy as you pull the reader
back into your evolution with the product or program or help bring them back into how it
will directly affect their own situation. 

Bullet Points

Bullet Points should be added into your sales copy that specifically lay out the most 
important things your product covers or the benefits to be had by buying it. There’s no
minimum or maximum, but about 5-10 bullet points work well. 

Don’t be vague with your bulleted list. Don’t say things like, “Uncover an amazing strategy
that will increase your revenue.”

Instead, be specific and say, “I’ll show you ten ways to revamp your AdWords ads so that
your profits soar.”

Potential customers will often “skim” your sales copy looking for the reasons they should
buy. Bullet points will be a way for them to get a quick idea about why this product or 
program is for them. 

Testimonials

Having testimonials is a great way to convince visitors to buy — but they have to be trust-
worthy. Don’t create testimonials from phony buyers and stick a stock photo up with them.

Yesterday I received a direct marketing piece in the mail from a company trying to convince
me that they have the secret to winning the lottery every time. On the envelope is a caption
under a photo of a man specifically giving him a name and touting that he is the biggest
lotto winner of all time and if I will just open the envelope they’ll reveal his secrets inside.

Unfortunately for them, I happen to know that the photo they are using is one of the most
used stock photos of all time. One Wordpress theme company uses this stock photo in all
of their sample themes. And you see him in ads all over the place. Hell, a few years ago
I even used his photo to illustrate an ebook I wrote.

So this company immediately lost credibility with me because I just happen to be “in the
know.” Most people won’t know, of course, but people can certainly sense phony testimo-
nials. Don’t make up testimonials no matter how tempted you may be. Better to leave out
testimonials until you can actually get some genuine ones. 
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If you have no buyers yet, find 5-10 people you can give the product to in return for their
feedback that you can then use as testimonials in your sales copy. Or, as I said, start with
no feedback and add testimonials to the copy as they come in naturally. 

Bonuses

Near the end of the storyline for your sales copy, you should have a section to display
your bonuses. Almost all products have freebies added to the mix. It can be 1-2 short re-
ports where the topics complement the original product.

For example, for a diet eBook, you might add an exercise report or some special recipes.
You can also add tools as bonus items. Maybe you have a calorie counter or online journal
you can let them download with your course.

Here’s the funny thing about people: they are more likely to buy a product if they are get-
ting something “free” to go with it. It’s just human nature. So if you have several parts that
you would be including in the product itself anyway, take some of those things and call them
bonuses. Or create something new or get something from someone else that you can add.

Some people will buy a product just to get the bonuses offered. So you want to make the
copy for the bonuses as enticing as for the product itself. 

Pricing and Refund Policy

Your pricing section should fight back against any doubt your prospect is having in the
product. Re-explain why it’s worth the investment and go over what they’ll be getting one
more time. In a sales letter it is always okay to repeat yourself in several areas of the copy. 

At this time, offer your money-back guarantee if you have one. If you’re selling on a site
like ClickBank, then it’s imperative that you have one anyway — for a full 60 days.

Here’s the thing, you aren’t likely going to have to return anyone’s money. Rarely do people
ask for refunds. 

Some marketers think you should offer a very short time for a consumer to make a 
guarantee request. They (falsely) believe that the consumer won’t take or have the time
to use the product in a short amount of time and therefore they will minimize their 
guarantee/refund requests. 
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But the reality is that if you offer a long period of time to ask for a refund, say, 60 days, 90
days or longer, the consumer is more assured that your product must be as good as you
say it is. And those folks likely won’t ask for a refund either. 

Order Area

Under or above the order button should depict the various
forms of payment that you accept. Along with showing an
image of what you are promoting, like an ecover and bonus
cover graphics you have on your site, the order area can pro-
mote the branding of your product, too.

NOTE: If you have the option to accept American Express,
do it. Yes, the fees are a bit higher, but if you are dealing
with other business people they are going to want to use
their AmEx card. Making more sales will, in the long run,
more than make up for the slightly higher fees that American Express imposes.

If you don’t have the capability of creating graphics for ecovers or other artwork that depicts
your product, you will need to hire someone to do that for you. It’s a pretty important part
of your sales page and worth the investment.

And what you say on your order button itself is important, too. Order Now may be sufficient
but you may want to say something more action oriented like, “Give me my eBook Now!”
or “Take Me to My Product Now” (using a word that describes your product, not just the
word product) or “Click Here to Register” or “Click Here Now to Enter and Win” or “Sign
Up Now.”

Pop over to leadpages.net and click on the Template tab at the top of their site and take
a look at all the preview templates they offer. Click on the individual template previews
and you’ll get an enlarged image so you can see what language they are using on the
buttons on various pages. Leadpages has researched the look and language of what really
works on sales pages so they are a resource you may want to check out. 

Post Scripts

The bottom portion of the sales copy is very important. Many people bypass the entire
sales letter and head straight for the post scripts so that they can have everything you’re
offering all summed up quickly for them. 
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In the post scripts, you want to talk about the following things:

P.S. #1 should sum up what all is included in the package. Something like, “Re-
member, not only do you get the full PDF on how to make money online, but you
also get the bonus on how to set up your WordPress Blog!”

P.S. #2 should urge the visitor to act now, like this: “I urge you to take the plunge
today and get started building your business. Every day you delay is another day
you’re putting off success!”

Sales copy can be sterile and hyped up or personalized and low key. You have to get to
know what your niche likes and then cater to them according to how they respond.

Don’t forget that you can always split test your sales copy to see what performs best for
you. Split test one element at a time, like video versus text, or one headline pitted against
another headline. 

Every time you notice an increase in conversions for one variation, keep that element and
split test another one until you’ve maximized the way it results in sales. 

If sales copy still makes you intimidated, then you can always save up and invest in a pro-
fessional online copywriter who can craft the words for you. Or, hire someone to make a
video sales letter for your product until you feel more comfortable doing it on your own.

Another word of caution: Be very careful about the claims you make in your sales
copy, especially claims about the amount of money that can be made or weight
that can be lost. By law you must be able to substantiate any claims you make on
a sales page. Make sure you are honest and above board with your copy. To avoid
trouble, if you are making any kinds of claims of gain on your sales page, it is a
good idea to have what you’ve written reviewied by a lawyer and have them provide
you with the proper disclaimers.

How to Write Information Products,
eBooks & Courses

Writing a book offline can be very intimidating. You spend months or even years crafting
your content, and then you have to find an agent to represent it with the publishing houses.
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If you ever do get accepted, there will be revisions and a whole slew of tasks that you
have to do. Once it’s all said and done, you’ll get very little of the actual sale of the book. 

A better way to sell your books is to turn them into digital eBook creations and “self-pub-
lish”. You can do this with fiction on sites like Amazon Kindle, but you can also go into any
niche and churn out non-fiction eBooks and courses and sell them anywhere from $7 to
$97 and up.

I know some authors who literally put up a new book every week, always on highly 
specialized single-niche topics. 

Which Niches Can Sell Digital Courses?
Whenever you come online, you’re going to see a lot of “make money online” eBooks for
sale because that’s what you’re studying. In fact, you might start to wonder if anyone is
selling any other topics online.

The answer is yes! 

There are many niches where consumers are grabbing up content at all hours of the day.
They buy eBooks about:

‰ Acne cures
‰ Dog training
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‰ Baby pageants
‰ Depression
‰ Weight loss
‰ Addictions
‰ Dating and relationships
‰ Parenting…and more!

If you see books on the shelves of a Barnes and Noble on the topic, then there will most
likely be an online audience for it as well. 

How to Research and Outline Your Online eBook
Researching a non-fiction eBook is easy. It’s a mix of pairing your personal passion for
the topic with thorough information that’s already out there. The key is to not plagiarize
other peoples’ information but to educate yourself and write from scratch. 

You want your eBook to be comprehensive and not leave anything out for your reader.
They should come away feeling satisfied that the information was worth the price you put
on it. 

Jot down topics being talked about and organize them so that they flow in a logical manner.
Most marketers start off with a 10-chapter, 50-page eBook, but don’t get hung up on page
count — write whatever needs to be said about the topic, even if that means it’s 20 pages
or 100 pages. 

You can research in places like this:

‰ Forums — look at thread titles to see what people are asking questions about
so that you can answer those questions in your eBook.

‰ Other eBooks being sold online — look at their sales copy, and even buy the
eBooks to make sure you address all of the issues (and then some!).

‰ Print books on shelves in bookstores — spend an afternoon browsing through
bookstores, looking at the table of contents or go online and download samples
of ebooks so you can look at the table of contents to see what all is being 
covered. 

‰ Blogs on the topic — these will help you see what the community is discussing
as a trend in the topic. 
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‰ News sites — if applicable, you might find the latest breakthroughs and up-to-
date information on the niche topic so that your eBook is viewed as cutting edge. 

Writing and Selling Your eCourse Creation
Once you write your own slant and insight on the topic, make sure you polish it up by ed-
iting it for spelling and grammar. This may be another area where you will want to hire a
professional to take a look at your book. Or at the least, invest in Grammarly and run all
your copy through that. 

I swear I think some people write an ebook or an ecourse and never look at it again before
they publish. If something you put out there is riddled with  mistakes, then your credibility
goes down and your refund rate goes up.

Once your ebook or ecourse is polished, then look into the various places you can sell it
to make the most profit. 

Kindle is nice, but you’ve probably noticed that many non-fiction eBooks are selling there
for $0.99 to $4.99 in most cases, but on your own site, you could be charging $27-$97 —
and keeping almost all of the profits. Look at sites like ClickBank, JVZoo and WarriorPlus
if you want venues to get your work out there to a large audience of proven buyers. 

But also mention your ebook or ecourse in your blog posts, and especially in the bio that
will appear with anything you submit anywhere else. Like guest blog posts or articles you
make available on sites like ezinearticles.com.

How to Write Viral Reports That Deliver
Targeted Traffic to Your Site

When you start writing online, you’re going to hear terms thrown around that may
confuse you. Some people will talk about eBooks as “reports” but when it comes to
true report size (shorter than a fully fleshed out eBook), there are three types —

viral, opt-in, and bonus reports. 

We’ve already discussed bonuses when talking about what to provide your buyers when
they purchase an eBook, program, or ecourse from you. But now we have to go into the
viral report lesson because this kind of online tool can significantly help your profits. 
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The Purpose of a Viral Report Online
A viral report is not something you sell. You want to get it into the hands of as many people
as possible — and to achieve that goal, free is the best price tag you can put on it. 

A viral report is attractive because of its
price tag, but it’s not always valuable if the
content in it isn’t worthy of sharing. That’s
the most important factor in writing a good
viral report for your niche. 

Viral reports are part teasers, part informa-
tive creations. You want it to have good tips
so that your readers pass it along, but you
don’t want to be so thorough that the reader
has no reason to click through on your links
and invest in a full course. 

A good viral report will explain the premise of the problem, take a look at the options out
there, and make a suggestion to the reader. It entices them to click based on creating a
sense of empathy. 

The author understands where the reader is at in their journey and wants to help them
find solutions that work. Once the reader feels understood, it creates a sense of trust in
the creator of the report, so they’re more likely to respond to a call to action. 

Target Length of a Viral Report
The length of a viral report can be anything you like. Basically, it’s a good idea to go with
at least 5 pages minimum. Some people do full eBooks as their viral report, and that’s
okay too, depending on how large the main topic is.

For years I used a 79-page eBook as my viral giveaway report. But most folks found it too
long, too daunting, to read that many pages. So length is no guarantee that people will
value it more. A long report could be ignored.  

Don’t focus so much on length of a viral report as you do the quality of the content. You
want to whet the appetite of the person reading and make them want to dive right into the
full product it’s talking about. 
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Learn How to Focus on Problems and Offer Solutions 
With a viral report, you really want to hit a homerun with your readers by letting them relate
to the message completely. Talk about their situation, how you understand what they’re
going through — the feelings they’re having, the frustrations, the hopes they carry with
them. 

If possible, let them know you understand because you were once in the same boat. Don’t
lie — if that doesn’t apply to you, then leave that part out. Replace it with a generic “many
people have been in your situation” commentary. 

You can mention the product that you’re trying to promote throughout your viral report —
and hyperlink to it as well. 

Your viral report might even be a complete product review, if you want to go in-depth about
it, showcase your own findings after putting a product to use. But don’t give away all of
the secrets within the product because then there’s no reason for someone to buy. 

Where to Distribute Viral Reports for 
Increased Exposure
When it comes to giving away your viral report and setting it loose on the Internet, you
have a variety of options:

‰ Send it to your list as a nice freebie.

‰ Post it to your Google Plus account so that people can share it. 

‰ Tweet the URL for the download file and ask that everyone ReTweet it. 

‰ Share it on your Facebook Fan Page and ask your fans to share it, too. 

‰ Contact people in the same niche and allow them to give it to their subscribers.

‰ Post it on your blog as a gift for your readers.

Wherever you release it online, make sure that the audience knows they have your per-
mission to share the file with others as long as they leave it intact. You don’t want them
using your content and putting their links in it. 
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Crafting an Enticing Opt-in Freebie 
for Your Visitors

The difference between a viral freebie and an opt in freebie is that with a viral report,
you’re hoping everyone shares it all across the web to expose your hyperlinks that
bring people back to your sales page or at least to your site. 

An opt-in freebie, however, is a specific gift that you give people in exchange for sharing
their name and email address with you and signing up to your list so you can contact them
in the future. 

Email is a very private thing for many people. They’re letting you have access into their
world and they’re trusting you not to spam them or sell or share their contact information
with others. So the offer has to be one they would want —- and the quality worth staying
on your list. 

Coming Up with an Enticing Opt-In Offer
You want your visitor who lands on your blog to see your opt-in offer and think, “Wow! I
can’t believe they’d give that away for free!” 

It needs to be a bit irresistible. Something they would risk sharing their contact details over
— without even knowing whether or not you’re trustworthy. So how can you find out what
that would be?

Look to topics that people pay for in that niche. 

You can go to these places and see what information people are searching for and buying:

‰ Forums

‰ Bookstores

‰ Blogs

‰ ClickBank

So let’s say you’re in the muscle building niche and you want to come up with a nice 
opt-in freebie. 
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First, you could research on forums to see what questions people ask. Using forums, I
discover a question that might work well and turn it into a report title: “Picking the Best
Workout for Your Muscle Building Goals.”

If I head to Amazon and look at the table of contents of one of the bestselling muscle build-
ing books, I see a topic that might work well: “Common Myths About Strength Training.”

A blog that has many viewers gives me an idea for a report for this niche such as: “Why
Protein Isn’t the Main Nutritional Factor You Should Focus on for Building Muscle.”

And a ClickBank product gives me the idea for this opt in freebie: “A 7-Day Meal Plan for
Fighting Fat and Building Muscle.”

None of these is copied verbatim from the items listed above. I simply saw a keyword 
and it triggered an idea for an opt-in freebie that I believe the niche audience would find
valuable. 

What Format Should Your Opt-in Freebie Come In?
Freebies — or what I prefer to call an irresistible gift — for your list can come in the form
of a downloadable zip file with several items, or a PDF report, or a video or a series of
videos. Or, they can be delivered in a series of follow-up emails that you drip out over
time. 

This works well in helping you keep your name and brand in front of the customer over a
short period of time. You can have a 7-part series, or a 2-week series or a daily series or
a 52-week series. You can also make an promise to deliver endless tips to your audience. 

For example, you might create an opt-in form that says something like this: “Sign Up for
Your FREE Weekly Muscle Building Tip Delivered Straight to Your Inbox!”

That way you only have to have one prepared ahead of time, and create one per week as
you go. Just make sure you do create one every week and don’t leave them wondering
about why they aren’t getting it. 

Your actual opt-in freebie should be chock full of value. It should be something they’re
amazed that you’re giving away for free. This builds trust with your audience and they’ll
be willing to buy from you later because they know firsthand the quality of what you give
to the people on your list. 
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Communicating with Content on 
Social Networking Sites

Writing for social networking sites means you have to really convey a more personal
touch than you do in eBooks and reports. This is your chance to let your audience
get to know you in a more casual setting. 

There are many different social networking sites and platforms —- and new ones springing
up every day —- but you want to always stay in touch with your audience with well written
content on at least the top three. 

Right now, those happen to be Facebook, Twitter and Google Plus. YouTube is another
social network that’s popular, but it’s primarily rooted in video. That’s not to say you can’t
leverage it with your written content, though.

You can create a PowerPoint presentation with slides that have words and record the
screen while you narrate the video. Our focus for this lesson is going to be on the others.

If your audience is primarily other business people then you’ll probably want to have a
presence on LinkedIn as well. And because LinkedIn is pretty specialized and it’s easy to
break the rules there, I’m not going to discuss writing for LinkedIn today. I’ll save that for
another ebook.

Sharing Content on Facebook and Google+
Facebook is one of the most popular social networking sites online. Not only can you have
personal Facebook pages, but you can also create a fan or business page specifically for
your niche or business. 

When you have a fan page, you can share content related to your business. You can share
links back to your blog, links to products you’re promoting or have created, and offer a
short commentary on the link whenever you post it to your page. 

Your readers then have the opportunity to engage with you on the post, but they can also
share it with their readers. Even if they don’t technically share it, if they comment on it,
there’s a good chance that their friends on Facebook will see that interaction and have a
chance to click on the link, too.
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You can also use your fan page to get people to sign up for your emailing list. 

Facebook pages vary in terms of how marketers use them. You can use it solely to share
niche information and help your target audience. Or, you can share more about your per-
sonal self mixed in with the business topics, to help build a bridge of trust with your core
audience. 

You’ll get a feel for what works best whenever you begin sharing because you’ll be able
to analyze the way your fans engage with you on each post. Try a mix of short posts with
links and longer, more thought-provoking posts.

Images work really well on Facebook for garnering attention. Using a program like Canva,
you can create free images that may include quotations or just pretty pictures to share.
You’ll note that posts with images tend to get far more likes and shares than any other
posts on Facebook.

If you can, creating images with quotes created from your own wise quotations is all the
better. Better to always be building your brand as the expert than someone else’s right? 

And be careful about what you share, too. You really don’t want to offend your prospective
customers so go easy on religious, sexual and political commentary. You may think you
have the right to post or repost just about any opinion that you want, and you certainly do,
but please take into consideration your audience, particularly if you have made the deci-
sion to use Facebook as a way to market your business.

If you want to express a strong opinion for or against something, make sure it is something
that relates to your business niche, but even then you have to tread lightly. 

Everything that applies to Facebook also applies to Google+. Wondering if you should
“waste your time on Google+”? Here’s the deal: you want to have a presence on anything
Google offers because they favor their own content —- meaning content you post there
—- over everything else in their search results. Just sayin’.

What Can You Say in 140 Characters on Twitter?
Twitter is a mystery to many new marketers. You have this teeny, tiny little space to share
a message — and you scratch your head and wonder, “How can I make that convert into
a sale?”
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The key to writing high-converting messages on Twitter is in the sharing of good content,
just as it is on any social networking site. But it takes some practice and skill to par your
message down to just 140 characters — not words, but characters. (Yes, including
spaces!)

The first thing you need to know is that Twitter isn’t meant for spam. You have to show
your human side — the seemingly insignificant things like “Loving my Starbucks Mocha
Frappachino this morning!” as well as the big things like, “My new product just launched!”

When you have a good, balanced mix of personal and business sharing, you create friend-
ships on Twitter — and it’s those friends who will support you by Retweeting your content
and sharing it with others. 

Putting Your Best Content Foot Forward
with Forum and Group Communications

Forums are a goldmine of information for consumers. It’s also a treasure trove of pro-
motion and branding opportunities for you as an Internet Marketer. You just have to
know the best way to participate with your written words. 

A forum isn’t where you post a bunch of hyperlinks in your posts. It’s a place where you
share good content and then your signature file gets exposed where your hyperlink hap-
pens to reside. 

Adding Value to the Forum
When you’re new to a forum, the most important thing you can remember is that you need
to add to the discussion, not disrupt it. No one appreciates trolls coming into an environ-
ment and causing a scene. 

A forum isn’t your personal platform to blog in either. You can’t just pick any random topic
you want to blog about and stick it in a forum that’s pre-populated with a readymade au-
dience. 

Before you begin writing forum posts, lurk for a bit to see how the flow of conversation
goes in the group. See if there are any “old timers” who have been there awhile who you
need to show some respect for, among others. 
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Don’t barge in and post 20 forum posts back to back. Instead, create valuable content that
is relevant to the conversation happening in the group and share it intermittently as you
build a reputation for contributing to the environment.  

A good forum post should be written kind of like an article or a blog post. You want to per-
sonalize it, pull in quotes or other information if applicable, and inspire and motivate the
forum members. 

Look at the topics already discussed and don’t create a repeat of what they’ve talked about
already, but add something complementary to it instead. You can build off of someone
else’s post, but don’t make that a habit or a crutch for your posts. 

How to Engage in a Disagreement with Words
Regardless of how good your information is, there will always be someone who has a
bone to pick with you — or your message. Every forum has the grumpy members who
like to toss some negativity into the mix. 

Instead of fighting with the person when you encounter this type of individual, if you feel
it necessary to do so, fight the argument they present instead. If they don’t really have
one, then simply ignore it. It’s better to not flame the fire and focus on other positive mem-
ber contributions. Ignoring online “bullies” is usually the best action to take. But don’t ignore
anything malicious that might hurt your business either, especially anything that is untrue.

Watch the Rules Before You Write
Before you do any forum posting, make sure you’ve thoroughly gone through the rules of
the forum host. There might be limits on how often you can post, which sections you can
post in, what kinds of content you can post, and so on. 

As soon as you become a rule breaker, it causes a certain amount of distrust with your
audience. You might get banned, and your feelings will be hurt and people will look at you
as being a jerk. It starts everything off on the wrong foot. 

Make sure that whatever you do is contributing to the ongoing conversations and you’ll
be safe and whenever you can naturally add a new conversation, then do that and watch
the participants flock to your virtual doorstep.
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Combining All of Your 
Online Writing Efforts

Writing on the Internet is something that you’ll get better with over time. As you study
other people’s writing, as you put your own content out there and see what piques
the interest of your readers, you’ll gain more confidence. 

You’ll begin to get a feel for which online writing requires a more professional tone of voice
and when you can relax into a more personal tone. There’s no requirement to have every-
thing perfect before you release it online. Everything can be edited at a later date if you
ever discover that you want to take it to a different level.

While you might personally prefer video and audio files over writing, keep in mind that
search engines and many human visitors will devour your written content as their prefer-
ence, so you have to learn how to master it regardless of what you prefer. 

Content can convey a wide array of emotions, so the one thing you want to work on is
using your words to connect with your audience, since there’s not a human representative
standing there face to face with a prospect convincing them to buy. 
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